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A concise treatment of the fundamental principles of sedimentology and stratigraphy, featuring the

important physical, chemical, biological and stratigraphic characteristics of sedimentary rocks.

Emphasized are the ways in which the study of sedimentary rocks is used to interpret depositional

environments, changes in ancient sea level, and other intriguing aspects of Earth history. Topics

include the origin and transport of sedimentary materials; physical properties of sedimentary rocks;

composition, classification and diagenesis of sedimentary rocks and principles of stratigraphy and

basin analysis. For individuals interested in one text providing comprehensive coverage of both

sedimentology and stratigraphy.
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worked for a time as a research geologist for Exxon Production Research Company before
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Wow, you would think an expensive textbook like this would be of better quality! It has numerous

printing mistakes and assorted missing/duplicate pages. The pictures are dark and grainy. I had to

buy it for my class though. But I ended up with an A in the class, so I can't complain too much!

Blah.... for the price the text is fuzzy and the pictures/figures all black and white and grainy. I expect

textbooks to be pricey, but please you guys for what you charged give us something that prints

clear/crisp and easier to see.

I notice that this edition has a smaller page count than the previous one.Being new to the topic, the

text seems encyclopedic, covering what I would have considered side topics such as turbulent and

laminar fluid flow (but which I now understand to be relevant.) Other topics that I expected to find

(difference in chemical weathering of granite subspecies) I haven't found yet.I'm glad to have the

book and will use it both as a text and reference.

+ Nice glossy pages+ Great figures+ Good Explanations- Pathetic binding, pages started falling out

1/4 of the way into the semester.

This book has tons of printing mistakes. It also has duplicate pages and is missing the pages that



were supposed to be there.

Excellent guide to sedimentary processes, great for students

A very useful addition to geology library.
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